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In situ electrolyte interactions in a disk-compressed
configuration system for up-curving and constant drug delivery
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Abstract

A new approach in drug delivery system design for meeting the needs that are associated with certain circadian variations
is presented. The system is comprised of a pure compressed drug disk, which is encased by a polymeric coat using
hydroxypropylmethylcellulose or polyethylene oxide. Within the polymeric coat, a physiologically acceptable binary
electrolyte combination such as sodium deoxycholate and adipic acid is disposed. Through this process and upon exposure to
dissolution media, ionic interactions occur and a texturally variable matrix is manifested in the form of ‘peripheral stiffening’
with self-correcting boundaries as demonstrated by texture analysis studies. The peripheral boundaries erode and
progressively shift toward the disk-core, thus constantly reducing the diffusional pathlength with the resultant up-curving
kinetics. Utilizing these mechanisms, a lag time is induced and drug is delivered over a 24-h period in one of two ways
namely, in an up-curving or constant manner for drug models theophylline and diltiazem hydrochloride with water
solubilities of 0.85% and .50% at 258C, respectively. It appears that for both sparingly and highly soluble drugs, sum of the
dissolution /diffusion rates, dynamics of diffusional pathlength and system erosion rate control the release process. The
heterogeneous nature of changes in coat thickness, stiffening dynamics and erosion rate in relation to disk geometry is
discussed. The developed technology has potential to provide release patterns, compatible with specific chronophysiological
conditions, and overcome the absorption-limited capacity of the distal gastrointestinal tract. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction such as ‘square-root kinetics’. Essentially, maintain-
ing strict control and constant blood levels within the

In the past two decades emphasis has been placed therapeutic range may minimize many of the adverse
on the development of oral drug delivery systems for drug effects. With the recognition of diurnal varia-
the provision of zero-order release kinetics. This has tions in physiological processes and subsequent
mainly been due to the recognized advantages of implications of chronopharmacokinetics for many
constant drug delivery over classic release patterns drugs, such as antiasthmatics, H -blockers and car-2

diovascular active agents [1–5], the need to provide
a specific drug delivery pattern still remains a*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-215-707-7670; fax: 11-215-
challenge from the perspective of both707-3678.
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ment. Based on the appropriate timing for delivery of this work, such an approach was attempted for
physiologically optimal drug concentrations, it be- achieving the desired lag and up-curving release
comes apparent that neither zero-order nor initial characteristics, but was unsuccessful mainly due to a
rapid drug release may always be the choice of mechanistic failure in terms of the development of an
rate-controlled delivery. To provide therapeutically increasing diffusional path length associated with the
more effective drug levels which would accommo- core matrix. Consequently, incomplete release fol-
date both the diurnal requirement and maximum lowing square-root kinetics was observed. Hence, the
absorption during gastrointestinal transit, for some present study employs an alternative core composed
drugs it is envisaged that the above-mentioned two of a pure drug disk (resembling slab configuration)
factors in release kinetics may increase the propen- with a large surface area embedded within a swell-
sity for achieving the stated goals, namely induction able /erodible coat exposed to the medium. There-
of desirable lag time with the possibility of either fore, control of the release process is predominantly
extended up-curving or zero-order drug delivery. a function of disk geometry, swelling dynamics and
Ritschel et al. [6] demonstrated the delivery of associated erosion of the external matrix.
bioactive agents in an apparent biphasic manner with In the past, excipients such as alkaline compounds
a relatively complex hydrogel piston pump drug or buffers have been included in matrix formulations
delivery system. It is claimed that the initial slow of several acidic drugs that undergo dissolution rate-
release may correspond to a very high surface area limited absorption [14–20]. The same principle of
and relatively short transit time in the small intestine. addition of buffers, osmotically active agents, surfac-
The absorption of drugs in this region is fast and tants or combinations thereof has also been utilized
complete for those drugs showing high absorbability to control the swelling of hydrophilic polymers with
(i.e., F.0.7). On the other hand more rapid drug different coating and inclusion techniques [21].
release may be desirable during the late time period However, no specific strategy has been employed to
(i.e., after 5–6 h) where high viscosity and low utilize the same principle to design a controlled
surface area of the large intestine could impose release system for provision of rapid biphasic, rapid /
rate-limiting transport and absorption effects. slow biphasic, triphasic, zero-order or up-curving

Numerous approaches have been evaluated for kinetics. In general, the application of buffers and
providing lag time or steady-state drug release ionizable excipients in dosage form design has
kinetics, including osmotic pump systems, triple- essentially been limited to the minimization of
layer tablet designs, as well as newly reported localized gastrointestinal tract irritation and the pH
hydrophilic devices [7–13]. With particular reference solubility dependency of poorly soluble compounds
to triple-layer technologies, a design may be estab- [14,15,22,23].
lished such that either or both lag time induction and In our previous work we have demonstrated that
zero-order drug delivery is achievable and may electrolytes, such as sodium bicarbonate and sodium
essentially be due to control of exposed surface area carbonate (including sodium deoxycholate and adipic
to the penetrating medium by programming the rate acid), may change drug release properties by exert-
of polymeric erosion, as in the work of Fassihi and ing a ‘matrix stiffening’ effect through initial poly-
Yang [12]. In monolithic designs, a lag phase is meric dehydration and subsequent transitions in
usually generated by coating the tablet with a slow matrix relaxation rate [13,24]. Expanding on the
dissolving polymer. Although such complex rate- same principle, in this work the swelling and erosion
programmed systems may be capable of producing dynamics of hydrophilic polymeric materials, such as
steady-state kinetics with or without a lag phase, hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC) and poly-
demonstration of up-curving release kinetics in re- ethylene oxide (PEO), has been rationally altered
sponse to certain circadian rhythm and overall through the incorporation of binary electrolytes, such
gastrointestinal absorption still remains a challenge. as adipic acid and sodium deoxycholate. Through

In general, the technology for compression-coated such electrolytic combination, an in situ interaction
and layered tablets utilizes a concave cylindrical core within the polymeric matrix is induced on exposure
on which a dry press coating procedure is applied. In to a penetrant medium, resulting in a compositionally
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heterogeneous matrix. The induced formation of lbs. To minimize processing variables, all tablets
sodium adipate and deoxycholic acid within the were produced under identical conditions. The drug
matrix results in textural variability and differential disk was especially manufactured to have a diameter
swelling. A more detailed explanation of this phe- of 1.5 mm smaller than the final tablet, such that it
nomenon in relation to the putative metamorphic may be completely enveloped by the polymeric
nature of the matrix may be found elsewhere [13]. material, no distinct layers are formed and the
Through these mechanisms, a composite disk-com- delivery system remains physically stable upon
pressed delivery system (see Fig. 1) comprised of storage.
pure drug compressed into a disk that is enveloped
by a polymeric matrix to provide linear, up-curving 2.2. Drug release studies
and/or induction of lag time, when required, is
designed. Two model drugs namely, theophylline Dissolution studies on each formulation were
(low water solubility, 0.85% at 258C) and diltiazem performed in a fully calibrated six-station dissolution
hydrochloride (high water solubility, .50% at test apparatus (VK 7000, Vankel Industries, NJ)
258C), have been evaluated in this delivery system using the USP 23 Apparatus 2 in USP-recommended
design. buffers (pH 1.5, 4, 6.8; 900 ml, 3760.58C, 50 rpm).

All studies were conducted in triplicate (n53) using
an automated sampling procedure. Drug release was

2. Materials and methods analyzed by ultraviolet spectroscopy (HP Diode
Array) at 268 nm for theophylline and 238 nm for

Hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC K4M, diltiazem hydrochloride.
Dow Chemical Company, MI) and polyethylene To determine the effect of a continuous pH change

6 6oxide (PEO 1310 and 7310 MW, Union Carbide, with time (i.e., simulated gastrointestinal pH vari-
CT) were employed in tablet production. Diltiazem ation) dissolution studies were performed at
hydrochloride (Seloc AG, Switzerland) and anhydr- 3760.58C using the USP 23 Apparatus 3 (Bio-Dis II
ous theophylline (Amend, NJ) were used as obtained. Release Rate Tester,Vankel Industries) and buffers of
The electrolytes, sodium deoxycholate (from parent different pH (220 ml per vessel). Each formulation
7-deoxycholic acid) and adipic acid (Sigma, St. was subjected in duplicate to a continuous run for 6
Louis, MO, USA) were of analytical grade. h each at pH 1.5 and 4, and 12 h at pH 6.8. The

standard oscillation rate of 10 dips per minute (dpm)
2.1. Preparation of tablets was employed throughout this study.

A typical formulation essentially consisted of 2.3. Determination of time-related erosional
polymer, drug and electrolyte in different ratios. In characteristics
the case of the composite disk-compressed system,
pure disks of drug were compressed in a 10-mm Tablets of pure (control) and electrolyte-contain-
diameter die at a force of 500 lbs using the Carver ing polymeric materials were subjected to dissolution
Press (Model C, Fred S. Carver, IN) and flat-faced analysis in pH 1.5 using Apparatus 2 at 50 rpm (none
beveled-edge punches. An optimized quantity of the of these tablets contained drug disks). At pre-de-
electrolytes sodium deoxycholate and adipic acid termined time intervals tablets were removed, dried
were blended together with the appropriate polymer to constant weight under vacuum at 408C and
for 15 min in a standard laboratory scale V-blender. thereafter weighed.
As depicted in Fig. 1, the pure drug disk was
enveloped within the electrolyte-containing polymer- 2.4. Sample treatment and force–distance profiling
ic material by first introducing a layer of the by textural analysis
polymeric material into an 11.5-mm die, inserting the
disk and adding identical quantity of polymeric Textural analysis was performed on different
material. The die content was compressed at 1000 tablet compacts in order to determine the electrolyte-
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related effects on structural alteration of gelled test speed and post-test speeds, 0.2 mm/s; maximum
matrix (i.e., without drug disks) and swelling dy- compression force, 40 N; and auto trigger force,
namics. One planar base as well as the entire lateral 0.005 N.
surface of each tablet was sealed off with an organic

®coating consisting of 20 g Eudragit RS PO in a
mixture of 50 ml acetone and 50 ml isopropanol. 3. Results and discussion
This coating rendered these surfaces impermeable to
penetration by buffer medium. These steps ensured: 3.1. System design
(i) prevention of interfacial deformation of core /gel
structure during probe advancement; and (ii) con- As outlined earlier, the basis of this design is to
finement of swelling in the axial direction. Triplicate provide a single or combination of drug release
samples were then placed in dissolution vessels properties corresponding to induction of lag time,
containing 900 ml buffer medium pH 1.5 at 378C up-curving and/or constant release as necessitated by
during separate tests. The paddle speed was set at 50 physiological and chronobiological requirements.
rpm to simulate the actual tablet dissolution process. The schematic in Fig. 1 essentially depicts the
At pre-determined time intervals individual tablets position of the flat drug disk within the polymeric
were removed and subjected to textural analysis in a matrix comprised of either HPMC or PEO in which
similar manner described in recently published work an appropriate binary electrolyte combination such as
[25]. sodium deoxycholate and adipic acid is disposed.

In summary, the Texture Analyzer instrument (TA Such electrolyte combination was selected due to
XT2i, Stable Micro Systems, UK) which has the their ability to interact and influence the swelling and
ability to capture stress–strain profiles with a high erosion dynamics of the matrix system (discussed in
degree of accuracy was used. Data was captured at a the following sections). It is recently established that
rate of 200 pps via the Texture Expert for Windows electrolyte-induced compositional heterogeneity can
software, Version 1.20. A flat-tipped steel probe, 2 influence drug release modulation from a monolithic
mm in diameter, was connected to a force transducer swellable delivery system [13], a concept also ap-
within the analyzer that measured the force of plicable in the present work. Such compositional
resistance encountered by the probe during advance- heterogeneity was shown to manifest within the
ment into the axial plane of the sample. During a polymeric structure as a ‘metamorphic scaffold’ [13].
typical test, the probe was advanced at a predeter- As shown in Fig. 1, the delivery system is highly
mined velocity into the sample in accordance with swellable upon interaction with the penetrant
the following parameters: pre-test speed, 1 mm/s; medium. With penetration of medium, the interaction

Fig. 1. Schematic of the designed disk-compressed drug delivery system undergoing geometry changes over a period of time (t –t ) as a0 4

result of exposure to dissolution medium. Disk represents total amount of the pure drug in the system. Key: t , initial phase in matrix1

swelling; t , matrix swelling and erosion operate simultaneously; t , matrix erosion /dissolution is predominant, complete polymeric2 3

disentanglement occurs and drug disk undergoes complete dissolution; t , total matrix erosion.4
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between the electrolytes (i.e., sodium deoxycholate
and adipic acid) occurs to form both ionized and
unionized species of each as well as sodium adipate
and deoxycholic acid. Through such interaction,
controlled swelling rate and erosion dynamics are
attained and hence drug release rate may be altered
to provide the above-described characteristics. In
order to ensure a maximally bioavailable product, by
design the dosage form undergoes complete dissolu-
tion by the end of the drug release period (e.g., 24 h).

3.2. Drug release potential as a function of
electrolyte interaction and system design

During formulation development of this composite
disk-compressed delivery system, it was critical that
the appropriate polymer was selected in order to
provide complete drug delivery at an optimized rate.
Application of HPMC in the presence and absence of
electrolyte for both theophylline or diltiazem hydro-
chloride resulted in incomplete release in a 24-h
period. A typical profile for the release of theo-
phylline from such disk-compressed system with
HPMC formulation is depicted in Fig. 2a where the
electrolyte-containing formulation does not release
more than 50% in 24 h (pH 1.5 buffer medium). In
view of these limitations of HPMC, we opted to use

6 6PEO 1310 and 7310 MW based on our ex-
perience with this polymer and drug solubility, and
extent of drug release retardation required. Fig. 2b
depicts the attainment of two essential drug release
characteristics using drug model theophylline (pH
1.5 buffer medium), namely induction of lag time
(¯3–4 h) and up-curving release accompanied by
enhanced late-phase release (i.e., beyond 22 h). Such
release trend could not be obtained in the absence of
the electrolytes sodium deoxycholate and adipic acid.
In addition to the contribution of the delivery system
geometry, it may also be postulated that the elec-
trolyte interactions within the polymer shell contrib-
ute to prolong lag time and maintain an up-curving
release trend. In the case of the highly water-soluble Fig. 2. (a) Release of theophylline (100 mg) in buffer medium pH
drug, diltiazem hydrochloride (.50% water soluble 1.5 from HPMC-based matrices (d, control; s, with electrolytes).

(b) Release of theophylline in buffer medium pH 1.5 from PEOat 258C), the influence of the binary electrolytic
61310 MW matrices (d, control; s, with electrolytes). (c)interaction was less significant in terms of suppres-

Release of diltiazem hydrochloride (100 mg) in buffer medium pHsing the drug release process (pH 1.5 buffer medium) 61.5 from PEO 7310 MW matrices (d, control; s, with
(Fig. 2c). electrolytes) (n53 and 25 mg of each electrolyte was used in the

The release characteristics for both the theophyl- external matrix).
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line and diltiazem hydrochloride disk-compressed
delivery systems have also been studied using Ap-
paratus 2 and 3 in media of different pH values
(Figs. 3 and 4). In the case of theophylline, release
from the control formulations (i.e., without elec-
trolyte) was not significantly affected by a change in
the media pH using Apparatus 2 (Fig. 3a). However,
this is contrasted by distinct change in release
behavior from the electrolyte-containing formula-
tions (Fig. 3b). The shift in pH from 1.5 (as in Fig.
2b) to 4 (as in Fig. 3b) does not reflect any
significant deviation in release characteristics, which
may be related to the stable nature of the complex
between sodium deoxycholate and adipic acid. At pH
6.8 the complex breaks down and allows higher
water infiltration and consequently a rapid increase
in matrix relaxation; hence more rapid drug release is
observed at pH 6.8 (Fig. 3b). With the aid of USP 23
Apparatus 3 (Bio-Dis II Release Rate Tester), a
similar trend in lag time induction and up-curving
release is observed for the electrolyte-containing
formulation of theophylline (Fig. 3c), though the
release time is reduced.

In the case of diltiazem hydrochloride, the release
trend of the control formulation is significantly
different (Fig. 4a) in pH 4 and 6.8, but release is
similar when electrolyte-containing formulations are
employed (Fig. 4b). This similarity in the release
trend from formulations with and without elec-
trolytes are maintained even when Apparatus 3 was
adopted (Fig. 4c), and may be attributed to the
electrolyte-induced maintenance of a texturally stiff
matrix structure, as described in the following sec-
tions. Irrespective of drug used, the faster release rate
may be attributed to apparatus effects and the
oscillating action of Apparatus 3.

3.3. Time-dependent matrix erosion

Depending on the polymer, it is observed that
through inclusion of the sodium deoxycholate–adipic
acid binary electrolyte combination, the rate of
matrix erosion /dissolution may be controlled to

6Fig. 3. Release of theophylline from PEO 1310 MW matrices indifferent extents (Fig. 5). In the case of HPMC (Fig.
the absence (a) and presence (b) of electrolytes in buffer media pH5a), the attainment of a plateau weight may explain
4 (d) and pH 6.8 (s). Release in buffer media simulating thethe incomplete release of theophylline, as shown in gastrointestinal milieu using Apparatus 3 in the absence (d) and

Fig. 2a. presence (s) of electrolytes is depicted in (c) (n53 and 25 mg of
Significant matrix erosion /dissolution is apparent each electrolyte was used in the external matrix).
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6Fig. 4. Release of diltiazem hydrochloride from PEO 7310 MW
matrices in the absence (a) and presence (b) of electrolytes in Fig. 5. Time-dependent erosion kinetics of pure polymer com-
buffer media pH 4 (d) and pH 6.8 (s). Release in buffer media pacts (d) and compacts containing 25 mg each of adipic acid and
simulating the gastrointestinal milieu using Apparatus 3 in the sodium deoxycholate (s) composed of (a) HPMC K4M, (b) PEO

6 6absence (d) and presence (s) of electrolytes is depicted in (c) 1310 MW, and (c) PEO 7310 MW upon exposure to buffer
(n53 and 25 mg of each electrolyte was used in the external medium pH 1.5 (n53 and none of these matrices contained drug
matrix). disks).
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6in the case of PEO 1310 MW (Fig. 5b), as opposed comparison of F–D gradients for the pure matrices
6to PEO 7310 MW (Fig. 5c) and HPMC. This and those containing 100 mg electrolyte (see Fig.

higher rate of matrix erosion /dissolution (based on 6a,d).
6the gradient change) in the case of PEO 1310 MW Based on the calculated total work that has to be

is the most likely contributing factor to up-curving performed (i.e., total area under the F–D profile,
and enhanced late phase drug release as seen for using peak force of 40 N as maximum) as a result of
theophylline in Fig. 2b. This differential rate of the increasing resistance to probe penetration with an
matrix weight loss leads to a progressive increase in increase in the electrolyte content (Fig. 7a,b), it is
drug-disk surface area available for exposure to evident that matrix stiffening is a significant process

6 6dissolution medium. in both PEO 1310 and 7310 MW matrices. In
The initial slow rate in matrix weight loss of PEO both cases (Fig. 7a,b) a similar trend in the rate of

67310 MW (Fig. 5c) may have resulted in the matrix stiffening is evident. However, above the
distinct induction of lag time as seen in the release 25-mg level of each electrolyte, a positive increase in
profile of diltiazem hydrochloride (Fig. 2c), irre- matrix stiffening is evident for at least 2 and 6 h in

6 6spective of its highly water-soluble nature (i.e., the cases of PEO 1310 and 7310 MW, respective-
.50% at 258C). The lack of a clearly defined up- ly.
curving release trend in this case may also be In addition, peripheral boundary infiltration was
attributed to the highly dominant effect of matrix measured (Fig. 7c,d) from textural profiles (Fig. 6)
relaxation and relatively negligible erosion /dissolu- which revealed that electrolyte content significantly

6tion behavior of PEO 7310 MW. influences the extent of gel formation. It is noted
that, with an increase in the sodium deoxycholate–

3.4. Evaluation of electrolyte-induced transitions in adipic acid content, there is a reduction in gel layer
matrix relaxation by textural analysis formation. This may be attributed to a ‘polymeric

dehydrating effect’ of electrolytes and consequent
In our recent work [13] a detailed consideration of reduction in peripheral matrix swelling. Furthermore,

the role of electrolyte-induced relaxational effects in the interaction between sodium deoxycholate and
continuously hydrating HPMC matrices has been adipic acid results in an insoluble by-product within
provided, with particular reference to changes in the matrix which enhances matrix stiffening. Both of
work performance associated with force–distance these phenomena are described below in detail.
(F–D) measurements. In that work we have further
elucidated the time-dependent differences in the 3.5. Mechanism of in situ electrolyte interactions
‘matrix relaxation–matrix stiffening’ phenomenon as and drug release modulation
a result of the effect of polymeric dehydration by
selected electrolytes. In the present study, in view of As the penetrant enters the peripheral tablet re-
the superior release rate-modifying potential of PEO gions there is a rapid electrolyte–water interaction
(Fig. 2b,c), a brief discussion on the dynamics of and subsequent events that may lead to initial
matrix relaxation and stiffening is presented. suppression of polymer swelling and enhancement of

Fig. 6 depicts typical F–D profiles obtained by matrix stiffness. Both these phenomena are depen-
textural analysis performed on pure and electrolyte- dent on the electrolyte content, as seen in Fig. 7a–d.

6 6containing compacts of both PEO 1310 and 7310 During this infiltration process, chemical species
MW exposed for different periods of time to buffer likely to be present within the gelled boundaries
medium pH 1.5. It is observed that an increase in the include sodium deoxycholate and adipic acid, as well
electrolyte content increases the degree of swelling / as sodium adipate and deoxycholic acid formed via
relaxation as shown by the increasing probe displace- the interaction between the former two species. The
ment with increasing exposure times of each elec- latter two products form an insoluble precipitate
trolyte-containing formulation. However, with this around the matrix, which contributes towards in-
increase in matrix swelling, an increase in the F–D creasing matrix rigidity / stiffness, and may result in
gradient is also observed. This is clearly seen upon hindrance of the relaxation process. Employing a
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6Fig. 6. Typical force–distance (F–D) profiles for PEO 7310 MW compacts exposed for 2, 4, 6 and 8 h to buffer medium pH 1.5,
containing: (a) no electrolytes; (b) 25 mg each; (c) 50 mg each; and (d) 100 mg each of adipic acid and deoxycholate.

modified concept of Schott [26], the passive and after which an enhancement of swelling is observed.
actively formed electrolyte species within the gelled Such possible alterations in physical polymeric con-
polymeric PEO matrix would compete for water figuration are manifested as a textural effect shown
species at the outset and hence bind part of the water by the increased resistance to probe penetration (see
of the gelling polymer in order to become hydrated. Fig. 7a,b). The degree of matrix stiffening con-
This initial competition for water of hydration ‘dehy- sistently progresses toward the inner matrix layers in
drates’ the polymer molecules, leading to suppres- a time-dependent manner over a long period (e.g., 24
sion of swelling, as seen with increasing electrolyte h) as peripheral erosion takes place. Through these
content. However, once sufficient water has been mechanisms and dynamics of intra-gel changes, it is
attracted by electrolyte species into the polymer possible to inhibit drug release and reduce polymer
matrix the solubilized species will diffuse out creat- swelling, both of which would significantly contrib-
ing a capillary network for more water penetration ute to linear and up-curving kinetics. This inhibition
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6 6Fig. 7. Profiles depicting the total work performed as a result of probe penetration of (a) PEO 1310 MW and (b) PEO 7310 MW
matrices containing no electrolytes (d), 25 mg (s), 50 mg (.) and 100 mg (\) each of adipic acid and sodium deoxycholate after
exposure to buffer media pH 1.5 for different periods of time. Also measurements on peripheral boundary infiltration were performed on

6 6F–D profiles shown in Fig. 6 for (c) PEO 1310 MW and (d) PEO 7310 MW matrices containing no electrolytes (d), 25 mg (s), 50 mg
(.) and 100 mg (\) each of adipic acid and sodium deoxycholate after exposure to buffer media pH 1.5 for different time periods.

in release of drug via the stiffened outer matrix longed release time. These properties may be of
layers may also be a time-dependent phenomenon, as particular interest to pharmaceutical scientists in-
more penetrant enters the gel matrix layer-by-layer volved in the design of chronotherapeutic drug
(i.e., sequentially), electrolyte(s) and their byproducts delivery systems. Using theophylline and diltiazem
(such as the precipitated sodium adipate and deoxy- hydrochloride as model drugs, it became apparent
cholic acid) are diluted and may revert to soluble that the electrolyte-induced compositional heteroge-
form which are subsequently released. An additional neity within the appropriate polymeric matrix (such
parameter that requires a more in-depth analysis is as HPMC or PEO) is the critical principle for
the influence of osmotic pressure and its impact on achieving the desirable release characteristics. In
both swelling dynamics and diffusion mechanism. general, this principle incorporates the concept of

initial and prolonged ‘matrix stiffening’ through
electrolyte effects of polymeric dehydration. The

4. Conclusions choice of polymer relies on drug solubility, required
release period and, most importantly, the required

In this work a composite disk-compressed drug release pattern. As shown in this work, the elec-
delivery system has been devised to provide a unique trolyte composition has a direct effect on the dy-
purpose namely, induction of lag time, provision of namics of matrix swelling and erosion /dissolution.
up-curving and/or zero-order delivery, over a pro- Based on the release trend, the system offers great
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